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"An excellent introduction to mentalism and mental magic. It covers a broad range of mentalism

methods, tools, and techniques. Also, each chapter moves at a good progression from the simplest

to the most advanced. Yet even the most advanced stuff is not beyond the reach of beginner." â€”

Magic ReviewedKarl Fulves, one of the most renowned modern writers in the field of magic,

presents 67 new and foolproof tricks â€” spectacular mental feats that seem impossible but are easy

to perform. None of the tricks requires long practice, supernormal dexterity, or complicated

apparatus. Mr. Fulves' precise, easy-to-follow instruction and many helpful diagrams lead to quick

mastery and effective performance of each. Perform mystifying mental magic in such categories as

Instant ESP Psychic Secrets, Slate Sorcery, Mind Reading with Cards, Mind over Matter, Miracles

with Cards, Book Tests, andÂ Psychometry.Many of these tricks can be done with no prior

preparation, and all involve easy-to-find materials: a deck of cards, coins, matches, dice, keys,

chalk, etc. But while the materials are ordinary, the effects are truly extraordinary. Magicians who

wish to add mental acts to their routines, party entertainers, or anyone wishing to give an amazing

performance of mental magic will find this book perfect for their needs.
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Karl Fulves, one of the most renowned modern writers in the field of magic, presents 67 new and



foolproof tricksâ€”spectacular mental feats that seem impossible but are easy to perform. None of

the tricks requires long practice, supernormal dexterity, or complicated apparatus. Mr. Fulves'

precise, easy-to-follow instruction and many helpful diagrams lead to quick mastery and effective

performance of each. Perform mystifying mental magic in such categories as Instant ESP Psychic

Secrets, Slate Sorcery, Mind Reading with Cards, Mind over Matter, Miracles with Cards, Book

Tests, andÂ Psychometry.Many of these tricks can be done with no prior preparation, and all involve

easy-to-find materials: a deck of cards, coins, matches, dice, keys, chalk, etc. But while the

materials are ordinary, the effects are truly extraordinary. Magicians who wish to add mental acts to

their routines, party entertainers, or anyone wishing to give an amazing performance of mental

magic will find this book perfect for their needs.

Karl Fulves is one of the most respected authorities in the field of magic. For over 40 years, he has

written hundreds of books on the subject and taught the art of illusion to thousands of people of all

ages. This legendary figure also edited and published such magazines as Epilogue and The

Pallbearers Review.

Excellent

This is the one the husband choose to read. It explains thing very well and step by step, which is

what you need when first starting out in card tricks.

In martial arts history, there have been noted times when the methods or secrets of a system were

altered so that only a select few (closed-door) students were allowed to learn the real deal while

others were left with only a partial or fake set of techniques. This was to keep some knowledge

secret to be useful to the teacher and his favorite students.That's the kind of feeling I get as I've

been reading through this book. And guess which set of techniques it feels like I got.The tricks seem

like they use techniques that are too simple so as to only fool children (which has been pointed out

in other reviews) or are so out of date so as to not be useful. There is actually one trick where the

secret is to sneak a look into another room through a keyhole...? Don't know about you, but most

modern buildings I spend time in don't have those old keyholes or similar devices where that kind of

"secret" could work.I'll keep reading to find one or two tricks I might be able to modify to work. But

I've found more impressive and less complicated and/or dated tricks for free in online searches.Just

glad I didn't spend a lot of money for this product.



it's ok ... .... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ./.. ,... ... ... ... ... ... .

Good and easy mental magic. Easy to understand and use right away. Practice.

Self Working Mental Magic, by Karl Fulves, is an extremely useful book- if not for all of the effects

themselves- then at least for the principles introduced. I didn't use many of the tricks exactly as they

were presented, however I did find that using the basic premises to create variations on several of

them elevated the effects to professional status. I would recommend this book to any amateur

magician who is thinking of getting started in mentalism. I think it has many excellent principles

contained within its pages. Some of the suggested presentations seem a little elementary, however

this is to be expected since the book is aimed at beginners. As stated earlier, the tricks lend

themselves quite easily to improvements and variations. The section on "book tests" has some nice

effects, and Fulves' variation on the classic "7 Keys to Baldpate" make the book well worth the

price. Armed with this book, and a little creativity, any magician will have a number of mental

miracles at their fingertips.

item was exactly like the pictures show,delivery was excellent,and no problem with this seller. I will

buy back if I need more of this

bought as birthday gift and grandson loved it as he has been into magic now for a couple of years
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